
The Mummification 
Of Hot Dogs

A science experiment
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Question & Purpose
I will be using a shortened version of the 70 day mummification process to mummify three hot dog pharos. I 
have named them Terry, Mary and Bob so I don’t have to use hot dog 1, 2 and 3. My question is if the 
dehydration material used to dehydrate these hot dogs- I mean pharos, changes the overall effectiveness of 
the mummification. My main purpose is to find out what material is best for dehydration, although this 
experiment also helps to further understand and experience the incredible ancient egyptian culture.



Materials
4 cups sand (any type)

4 cups pure salt

4 cups baking soda

3 hot dogs

3 tupperware containers 



Variables
The variables here are the three different absorption materials. The hot dogs are all the 
same brand and size, so the only variable is what will be dehydrating them, sand, pure salt 
and baking soda.



Hypothesis
I hypothesize that the pure salt will be the most effective dehydration system due to 
the fact that salt reduces the water activity in foods. 
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Procedure
The pharos will be placed in a tupperware container and completely covered in their material. The lid will be 
put on and kept on for seven days. Then after those seven days I will empty all of the material, then take 
them out and weigh and measure them. Next I will put them back into their containers and rebury them in 
a fresh two cups of their material.



Week Zero
They all are 12 cm long. Mary is 1.97 oz, Terry is 1.98 oz, and Bob is 1.96 oz.

A week later…



Week One
   After one week of being buried in salt, sand or baking soda, I checked on our ancient pharaohs. Mary and Bob 
saw no change in color or size while Terry shrunk and changed to a greyish brown color. Bob was beginning to get 
a bit moldy. Ew.

Mary:                                                                    Bob:                                                                    Terry:

 1.70 oz                                                               1.76 oz                                                              1.60 oz

12 cm                                                                   12 cm                                                                 11cm                      



While we wait a week, i'll tell you about the pharaoh’s backstories
Time moves differently in ancient hot dog egypt, so even though they each ruled for 7 years, they all died at 
the same time. Under Terry’s rule, mustard was a massive break through invention, and was the main 
advancement of his time. Under Mary’s rule, the all important hot dog bun was created along with the 
amazing ketchup. Under Bob’s rule, chili was put on top of a hot dog. To this day, it remains a mystery to 
why and how someone did this.
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Week Two
Terry is now a gross looking brown while mary hasn’t changed in looks at all. Bob looks absolutely disgusting, 
covered not in ketchup, but in mold. Still, ew. 

Mary:                                                                    Bob:                                                                    Terry:

 1.60 oz                                                               1.90 oz  (he's covered in mold)                                1.34 oz

11 cm                                                                   12 cm                                                                 11cm 



Conclusion
My hypothesis proved to be incorrect. While the pure salt did prevent mold, it only took away a bit of the 
moisture in Mary. Sand, on the other hand did worst of all, Bob is covered in mold from hot dog head to hot 
dog toe. Terry shrunk, got lighter, and looked like he was in need of a sip of water by the end of the process. 
Baking soda was the most effective.

(baking soda is a form of salt it is just uncommon and goes by a different name)
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Photos
        At the end of week one on the measuring scale

Week zero

                                                                       At the end of week two

                                                         

                                                      
                                                                                                                   In all of these pictures Bob is middle, Terry is right and Mary is left 

                                                                                                                   Except in the bottom right corner photo.



Extra

Bibliography
                                    Thank you for watching!

     

I would also like to thank my social studies teacher Ms. Basler for introducing me to this topic and sparking 
my interest. Image from Depositphotos


